LIBRARIANS' MEETING OCTOBER 20, 1992
There was a slide presentation of a selection of works
by Robert Calvo, who has been chosen as the artist for the
new library building. These slides, and the artist's
resume, have been placed at Reserve for those interested.
Mary announced that she has made a request for a title
change for her position, which is in accordance with the
line's advertised title -- Library Director. This is not a
structural change as yet, but the Dean and Ann Prentice are
supportive and are willing to assist in any way. Once this
is accomplished, the first item on High Priority, Easy to
Accomplish list can move forward (Library structure & formal
organization chart) .
A discussion of Planning Priorities followed which
dealt with the other items on the High, Easy list. Mary
noted that o. (Fund for searching for faculty) can be
crossed out, since the Dean has approved $2000 for database
searching, Student Government has agreed to fund $400 for
searching plus new computing equipment and printers. In
addition to this equipment, Jim Fellows has offered a
possible gift of a computer. We can add to the total
efficiency of this program by upgradjng the Conference Room
computer.
Mary suggested that all new building items should be
included in the first category of priorities, and it was
agreed to move 2.U. (New Building - planningjmovingjopening)
to High, Easy. The following is a re-listing of the
priorities in the first category:
HIGH Priority, EASY to accomplish or MUST DO:
1. New Building - planningjmovingjopening _ ...._~""-"'sessme.:M-.
2. Policy Review
~ ~"'s
a. CDROM - Deb
b. Reference - Jackie Shew, with subcommittee J:\e..G'
c. Professional development - Kathy and Mary
(cross out 2.K. in 2nd priority category)
d. Library structure & formal organization chart - all
(ILL in progress - Tina)
e. Travel policy - Barbara and Mary.
f. Emergency planning - Kathy and Jerry.
g. Collection development - Kathy
h. Review other existing policies
i. Statistics forms
j. Software policy.
)
3. Library development plan.l"TD
In progress - Mary
4. serials review
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New Library Building Update - Mary needs feedback on the
subject of a possible second elevator for the new library.
It will not be essential until several years after the
opening, when the collection has expanded to such an extent
that one elevator will not suffice, but it would serve as a
backup in the immediate future in case of breakdown, both
for book transport and for use by handicapped. The cost
would be between $70,000 and $100,000.
Mary reported that she has requested provision be made
for compact shelving support on the third floor of the new
building to accommodate its use in the future.
She said there seems to be strong feeling from the nonLibrary portion of the committee against coquina finish on
the exterior of the building. A consensus made of the
librarians' preferences, however, revealed that they were
unanimously in favor of the coquina feature.
Outcomes Assessment Update - Mary explained that the initial
report is due in late December, and the data from evaluation
surveys is due in May. Although the directives are coming
from Tampa, each library is developing its own mission,
goals and objectives. Mary has already drafted a mission
statement and is in the process of drafting objectives. She
suggested that two of the three possible objectives be ILL
and Reference studies. Tina has been asked to handle the
ILL survey, which will focus primarily on usage statistics.
Signe will conduct the Reference study, which will be a
satisfaction survey. They will work with Mary on methods
and time frames (probably only 2 weeks). The schedule for
the surveys will be late November (alternative: late
January), with the data due in May.
This internal assessment can be a very useful tool for
the library if we continue to utilize it and adapt it for
other use annually, Mary noted, so she would like librarians
to be thinking about things to assess next year.
The agenda for the next meeting -- which will be
Monday. November 23 at 2:00 -- is:
1. Statistics
2. Policy review
3. Continuing with planning priorities.
Announcements - Discussion followed Kathy's report that
·Danny Jorgensen had requested a Library purchase, for inhouse use as well as circulation, of a MAC CD-ROM disk on
Mormonism. Mary said she would look into whether the course
is going to a permanent or temporary part of the Religious
Studies curriculum. It was also decided that any CD-ROM

disk to be used in the Library must be IBM compatible.
Kathy will keep Prof. Jorgensen apprised of these decisions.
Signe asked that the cancellation of Tampa periodicals
be discussed. Kathy considers it a violation of the
Periodicals Policy that was set up with Ann Prentice. There
was no input all01ved from any of the regional campus
libraries, which now find themselves to be only holders of
many periodical titles. Mary will present these concerns in
written form to the Library Directors.
Signe asked for solutions to alleviate the heavy
Reference activity in the Library on the weekends, and the
increasing drain on Circulation by Reserve at those times.
Suggestions included an answering machine with the Library
hours on the message. To reduce the amount of time spent
explaining to patrons the correct usage of LUIS, it 1vas
suggested that a sheet of instructions be laminated and
placed at each terminal, and also have handout sheets at
Reference. A 5-minute video of a LUIS demo or tutorial
would be helpful, and Jerry will be asked to assist in
producing such a video. Another suggestion would be to
begin documenting the identification of patrons as USF or
non-USF. Deb brought up the large numbers of high school
students who have been directed to the Library on the
weekends by their teachers. Pinpointing which schools these
are and communicating our desire to be informed ahead of
time was suggested. Being aware of what these students are
looking for could also be determined by this communication
so as to head off those visits which would prove to be
nonproductive all around.
Mary announced that, beginning in November and
continuing through January , she would be sitting in at
Reference to learn the collection as well as alleviate the
crunch during the early evening hours of Monday.
Deb is circulating a sign-up sheet for DIALOG training
which will take place in Orlando in November. Assuming the
demand for database searching will increase, she said the
Library could definitely use more staff with these skills.
Mary suggested offering information to faculty on
accessing LUIS and making use of information technology.
staffing for outreach was discussed.
There being no other business, the meeting was
adjourned at 4:00 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Barbara Reynolds

